
A bright red-orange square that seems to have been frozen mid-implosion. A folded flower-like form of deep purple that erupts
into tortured rust. A cylinder that leaks sharp blue waves. Thomas’ sculptures demand attention. Like a shiny sports car or the
glossy image of a model – these pieces insist that you notice them. But then comes the strangeness, the double-take. The twisted
forms, the juxtaposition of velvet-soft rust patina with sparkling fetish-finish color, the unexpected inversion of an easy consumable
into something visceral and thought-provoking. 

Those familiar with Jeremy Thomas’ steel sculptures will find many surprises in the new work included in Grown Cold. The main
element of Thomas’ work – the inflation of metal forms with pressurized air to create his twisted, bloated pieces, remains – but the
methods, forms, sizes, colors, and ethos have changed radically. A serendipitous discovery of the ability to use pressurized air to
inflate larger forms cold, rather than needing to heat them in the forge before inflation, provided Thomas with the opportunity to
radically change the way he works.  

Prior to this discovery, the size and overall shape of Thomas’ sculptures were limited by the size and shape of his forge. With this
new technique, Thomas has been able not only to create pieces that are much larger, but also to expand his geometrical vocabulary
with new shapes and composites that were previously impossible: long cylinders, right angles, squares. Through experimentation
with the speed and pressure of the air, Thomas has been able to change the way the pieces fill and the unique ripples and puckers
that happen during inflation.  

Along with these changes in form, Thomas has also his expanded his palette. Viewers may be familiar with his previous use of tractor
manufacturer colors and automotive paints. Thomas has expanded his use of automotive paints and more recently added the use
of colors from the cosmetics industry, particularly nail polish. Most recently, Thomas has begun to mix his own colors using pure
powdered pigments mixed with a binder. The options for shades and gradations of color is now nearly limitless, and Thomas has
begun to sometimes add more than one color to a piece, as well as to continue his use of a rust patina on one or more surface.
With his newer wall pieces, Thomas has added color to the verso, floating the pieces just over the surface of the wall. This allows
colored shadows to be cast onto the wall behind the sculpture, adding yet another surface and dimension to his work.

The use of color from the auto and cosmetics industries is purposeful, highlighting Thomas’ exploration of the objectification and
commodification of color and of art. His sculpture -- twisted, strange, turn the typical commercial concept of “beauty” on its head
and challenge the commodity fetishism of art.

There are layers of meaning and thought behind every one of the sculptures included in Grown Cold which only serve to add to
the complexities of the pieces themselves. With their fins and folds, their torqued edges and glistening color, these new works by
Jeremy Thomas will challenge and enthrall.

From left: My Gondila or Your's Willa, 05.2016, Forged mild steel & nail lacquer, 9 x 141⁄2 x 11 inches; Napthol Red, 05.2016, Cold rolled steel, epoxy & urethane, 151⁄2 x 221⁄2 x 161⁄2 inches;
Machine Green, 05.2016, Forged mild steel & acrylic urethan  e, 14 x 14 3⁄4 x 10 inches
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